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R.,VF. TRAINING COUNTS

The thoroughness of Royal Air Force training methods has seldom been better

demonstrated than when recently an administrative officer of Technical Training

Command took part in two operational flights as a member of the crew, after undergoing,

at his own request, a course as a flight engineer. This officer is responsible for

a certain phase of the training of flight engineers.

Wanting to have actual experience in flying as a member of an air crew, so

that he could talk to trainees and instructors with practical knowledge of their

problems, it was arranged that he should not only take the course of instruction,

but should actually take part in offensive operations.

After a week in an aircraft factory, the officer, who is 38 years old, went on

to an operational squadron, for ground and flying training# At the end of six

weeks’ training he went on his first operation - to Le Mans.

The second operation was the heavy attack on Stuttgart on March 13 “ two days

later. This was the fulfilment of a promise made to him by Wing-Commander Guy

Lawrence, D.S.O*, D.F*C*, commanding a squadron «f Halifaxes - that if permission

could be obtained he could fly with him as flight engineer, On this operation, the

Wing-Commander’s own flight•engineer stood down to enable the officer to join the

crew.

In this flight the officer was able to learn at first hand some of the

difficulties of a flight engineer, for the pump to the overload tank seised up after

delivering less than one-third of its capacity. In spite of this, however, the

“ding-Commander decided to go on to the target, and, due to his skilful handling, a

safe landing was made at a diversion airfield on the return, with sufficient petrol

in hand.

"It was an eerie experience high above the clouds”, said the officer afterwards,

"but the dimmed orange lights in the rest position in the fuselage looked very cosy

and reassuring. One felt much safer above the target than down below”..
His



His main task as Eli ;ht Engineer was. to advise his skipper of

the fuel consumptioni, keep an eye on the engine 'instruments, and to

drain the tanks so that fullest adventage could be taken of every

drop of fuel. On the accuracy of the flight Engineer's computations

depends the skipper's decision to return to base or to make for a

diversion airfield.

His strongest impression following the successful conclusion of

the mission is the marvellous team, spirit of the crews, Their high

morale pave him a feeling of complete confidence.
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